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Orico HDD/SSD Docking Station 3.5/2.5" USB-B 3.0

Orico docking station for 2.5/3.5" SSD/HDD hard drive
Enhance the capabilities of your computer and get more space for your files. The Orico docking station has compatibility with 2.5/3.5"
SSD and HDD hard drives. It  also ensures stable operation, efficient heat dissipation and safe use. It  is also easy to install  and will  be
suitable for many different applications.
 
Wide compatibility - easy installation
No need to worry about hardware compatibility issues. The Orico brand docking station can support most 2.5/3.5" SATA SSD and HDD
hard drives. Installation of the device is child's play and quick. You don't even have to reach for tools! In addition, the plug & play system
saves you the trouble of configuration or driver installation - just plug the station into the appropriate port!
 
Many uses
The docking station can be used for many purposes. For example, you can recover data from a broken computer or reuse an old hard
drive.  With  its  support  for  various  file  sizes,  you  have  plenty  of  space  for  your  photos,  documents,  high-definition  videos,  and  even
games. The docking station can prove to be an indispensable tool for photographers or designers, for example.
 
Reliable performance
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The built-in chip is responsible for the fast, stable and reliable operation of the docking station. The device has been protected against
short circuit, overcurrent and overvoltage, among others. Its efficient heat dissipation design also protects it from overheating. It is also
equipped with an improved power supply that provides enough power for stable and efficient operation.
 
User-friendly
This is not the end of the conveniences prepared for you! The station is extremely easy and convenient to use. To turn it on or off, just
press a small button. The blue light indicator will provide you with information about its status. Silicone, non-slip feet of the device enable
its stable positioning on the chosen surface. When you place it on the desk, for example, it will not move!
 
Brand
Orico
Model
6218US3-EU-BK-BP
Material
ABS
Output Interface
USB 3.0 type B
Compatibility
2.5/3.5" SSD and HDD
Cable length
1m
Power supply
12V 2A
Supported systems
Windows, Mac OS, Linux
Dimensions
142x74.5x57.5mm

Preço:

Antes: € 21.5004

Agora: € 18.50
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